
 

2 2122 1 Hardness of Computing Nash Equilibria

Computational Problems

Nash given game compute a Nash equilibrium

Two player Nash given bimatrix game come te a Nashequilibria

Goal show that it is unlikely that there is a

polynomial time algorithm for Two player Nash

unlikely would imply things that we don't think are true

Complexity theoretic assumptions

Too complicated technical for this class doesn't provide
much new insight

Instead what does it mean

Remember NP



Np hard Q is NP hard if I AENP there is a

polynomial time reduction from A to Q

Decision version of Two Player Nash is there a Nash

Alay YES

decision version not Nphard

Side note generalizations NRTV 2.2.2

Thy Following decision problems are NP hard even Np complete

Are there 22 Mashes

Is there a Nash where Player 1s expected utility 2 u

I there a Nash with support size 20

Attempt Maybe non decision version of Two player Nash

is Np hard

The If Two Player Nash is NP hard then NP conf

comp complement of NP Can verify NO instances



Pfstett Need to show every problem in NP also in cone

Sufficient to show for any one NP complete problem

Let's show that SAT has short witnesses of NO that
can be verified efficiently

Let y instance of SAT

since Two Player Nash Np hard by assumption

SAT Ep Two Player Nash
Given 4 compute him trix game A y i t
if we can compete Nash x y of Alg can determine

if y is YES or NO

some alg Bexy returns

YES if Carl Nash of Ale 4 Yes
NO if x y Nash of Ale 4 NO

If y a NO witness is Nash Ct y of Alll
can be verified by Bex y

Maybe not surprising Two player Nash hard because search

not because has to distinguish ifs from NO



Attempt Define new complexity class

Tenp Intal Idiot
NP

Alway some solution search problems not decision

Maybe Two Player Nash is Tfrp complete

Probably not reasons to think that TfNP does not have

any complete problems

see Roughgarden 20.2

Attempt Think about Lemke Howson more abstractly

High level how did LH work

Both as proof that Nash exists and algorithm

1 There is a finite possibly exponential graph

2 Every vertex of graph has degree 2

3 There is one known source vertex of degree 1 known as

standard source LH 0101

4 Every source other than standard source is a valid solution



5 Given a vertex can determine its neighbors in graph

in polynomial time

Def informal Papadimitriou 94 PPAD is the class of

search problems where existence of solution and algorithm to

find it given by above properties

PPAD Polynomial Parity Argument Directed

Obviously Two Player Nash is in PPAD

So are many other important problems

Brouwer
Spenner's Lemma

Why it was invented in first place

Q Every problem in PPAD has an exponential time algorithm

Does every flap problem have a polytime algorithm

Majority of complexity theorists probably not



Thy Two Player Nash is PPAD complete

Every problem in PPAD reduces to Two player Nash

If there is a polytime algorithm for Two player Nash

then every problem in Peas has a polytime algorithm

Nash's original proof is reduction of Nash to Brouwer

also a reduction in other direction


